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An artistic retro-scenario was first brilliantly demonstrated in N8. The
last move? Not R:d7+, as the black pieces’ balance is exhausted – 10 (in the
diagram) + 6 (captures c:b7, b:c6, e:d4, f:e6 and h:g:f6). The last move was
Rd8-d7+, preceded only by d7-d6 (e7:d6? – all white pieces are present). If
before that white retracts e5-e6+, the sequence of retromoves will be broken
off: Black will find himself retro-stalemated, i.e. it would be impossible to
indicate a previous move by him. The position is released as follows (attention,
retro-notation): 1. Rd8-d7+ d7-d6 2. f5:e6(e.p.)+ e7-e5 3. f4-f5+ Kd6-
c7 4. b5:c6(e.p.)+ c7-c5 5. b4-b5+ Ke6-d6 6. g5:f6(e.p.)+ f7-f5 7.
g4-g5+ ..., etc. Threefold en passant capture!

It is often asked, ”What themes are there in retrograde analysis?” In RA,
fantasy is not limited in any way – scenarios can be invented ad infinitum.
However, what matters the most here is not what but how. The constructional
difficulties overcome by N. Hoeg in the three thematic phases of the retroplay
become clear when one comes to admire N. Petrovic’s problem. There are only
two en passant captures here – this is a miniature!
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N8. N. Hoeg
Retrograde Analysis, 1915

8bM0Z0Z0Z
7oPjRZ0Zp
6PoPoPO0Z
5Z0Z0Z0Z0
40ZKO0Z0Z
3A0Z0Z0ZB
20l0O0ZPL
1arZRZ0Mr

a b c d e f g h
16 + 10. Last 13 single moves?

N9. N. Petrovic
problem, 1954, 1st Prize

80Z0Z0ZKZ
7Z0Z0Z0ZB
60Z0ZPj0Z
5Z0Z0Z0Z0
40Z0Z0ZQZ
3Z0Z0L0Z0
20Z0Z0Z0Z
1A0Z0Z0Z0

a b c d e f g h
6 + 1. Last 6 single moves?

In 1955, the book 32 Personaggi e 1 Autore was published in Milan. At the
end of it, [its author] Professor of Mathematics Luigi Ceriani inquired, ”But
is triplex pawn promotion possible?5” The first answer to this hypothesis in
question form was voiced in N10.

5The author is rather unclear here. What Ceriani had meant was this: Is it possible to
construct a position such that it can be shown that in every game leading to it – that is, in its
past – three pawns were necessarily promoted to three certain pieces and then captured by the
opponent? It would also be preferable (but, to my knowledge, not obligatory) for the squares
of these promotions and the captures of the respective pieces also to be determined. This is
the famous Ceriani-Frolkin theme, as it is called today. Very detailed and accurate notes on
the history of the theme were provided to me by Andrey Frolkin himself while editing this
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N10. N. Plaksin
Sovyetskaya Moldaviya, 1972, 1st Prize

80Z0Z0Z0Z
7opZpZ0o0
6kZ0Z0ZpZ
5oRO0Z0Z0
4PLPZ0Z0Z
3M0SPZ0Z0
2rlro0oPZ
1AKa0Z0Z0

a b c d e f g h
11 + 13. Last move?

White’s balance is 11 (in the diagram) + 5 (captures c7:b6:a5, e3:d2, h7:g6
and Qb3:b2 – the last move, a check) = 16, with account for the e2-, f2- and
h2-pawns which were promoted. Black’s balance is 13 (in the diagram) + 3
(captures b:c, f:e, and Bc8!) = 16. Firstly, e3:Nd2, locking the queenside
retrocage; then e2-e8N, Bf1-g6 (only the start and finish of the route are indi-
cated), h7:Bg6, h4-h8N and f7-f6, unincarcerating the promoted Knight. It only
remains to promote the f-pawn (see N10a). 1. fe, followed by tempo-play. 1.
... f5 2. e7 f4 3. e8N f3 4. Nf6 f2 5. Ng4 cb 6. Ne3 ba 7. Nd1 Bc1+
8. Nb2 Q:b2+ – three promoted Knights were captured!

N10a. Critical position

80Z0Z0Z0Z
7opopZ0o0
6kM0ZnopZ
5MRO0ZPZ0
4PLPZ0Z0Z
3MqSPZ0Z0
2raro0ZPZ
1AKZ0Z0Z0

a b c d e f g h
14 + 14. Right before f5:e6

text. They are presented in the end of the file and they are a highly recommended reading
for every retro-fan interested in the subject.
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A similar scenario in an ”endgame-study style,” featuring different under-
promotions, defied implementation for a long time. Success must have been due
to a stroke of luck – see position N11 from Magyar Sakkelet. White’s balance is
12 (in the diagram) + 4 (captures f7:Bg6 – on a light square, c7:b6:a5:b4 – on
dark squares, check!) = 16 pieces – accounting for the e-, f- and h-pawns which
promoted on f8. But first e7-e6 (releasing the black Bishop f8) and f7:Bg6, then
e:f-f8B, g:f-f8B, h:g:f-f8B. A promoted Knight would find himself incarcerated
on f8, while more powerful promoted pieces would inappropriately check the
black King in the retroplay: 1. ... a5:Bb4+ 2. Bd8-b6 b6:Ba5 3. Bg5-d8
c7:Bb6 4. Bc1-g5 Kc4-b5! 5. d2-d3+ ...

N11. A. Molnar
Magyar Sakkelet, 1976

80M0Z0Z0Z
7OpZpZ0op
6pA0LpZpZ
5ZkM0Z0Z0
4Ro0Z0Z0Z
3J0ZPZ0Z0
2PO0Z0O0Z
1ZRZ0Z0Z0

a b c d e f g h
12 + 9. Last 3 moves?

A. Molnar’s elegant mechanism initiated the composition of the Rook triplex
in N12.

In the following years Ceriani’s idea – the capture of promoted pieces – was
fruitfully developed by Soviet retroanalysts. But the underpromotion triplex
kept slipping away... Anyway, as the endgame studies master and science fiction
writer Alexandr Kazantsev once said, ”on the chessboard, impossible things can
be possible!”
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N12. A. Molnar
Version, 1975

8RSbZ0Z0Z
7ZpOPZ0op
6PMpspZpZ
5jPZpO0Z0
40o0A0Z0Z
3Z0J0Z0Z0
20M0Z0Z0Z
1Z0Z0L0Z0

a b c d e f g h
12 + 11. Last 3 moves?

Try to solve N13.

N13. N. Plaksin
Shakhmaty v SSSR, 1984

80Z0ZBa0M
7o0ZpSpZ0
60Z0oRJ0O
5ZpAPZNZq
40Z0opZks
3Z0Z0Z0Ob
20Z0ZPZpZ
1Z0Z0Z0Z0

a b c d e f g h
11 + 13. #1
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Solutions (The RA Corner, Volume I):

N6. 1. ba(e.p.) B:f2 2. N:f2 3. a7 and 4. a8Q#. The missing pieces
were captured by pawns: white b7:c6, e7:f6 and h:g, black b:a, c:b and d:e:f:g:h.
Firstly, g7-g6 and Kh5-h6 (this locks up the retrocage on the squares f6, f7, g5,
g6, h7, and h8), but before that e7:f6, releasing the black Bishop f8. Then g2-g3
(locking the retrocage f2, g1, g3, h1, h2, h3, h4, h5), Bf1-c6 and b7:Bc6. Retro-
play: 1. ... a7-a5! 2. c4:Bb5 Ba6-b5 3. c3-c4 Bc8-a6 (this is why the last
move was not a6-a5) 4. b3:Ra4 Rb4-a4 5. c2-c3 Rb8-b4 6. b2-b3 b7:Bc6.

N7. 1. hg(e.p.) and White wins. The previous play included e7:d6:c5:b4:a3
(but first b2-b3 and h2:Bg3, releasing the Bc1 and the Ra1), b3-b4, Ra1-a4,
d7:c6 (locking the queenside retrocage and releasing the Bc8 and the Ra8).
Retroplay: 1. ... g7-g5! 2. g5:Rh6 Rd6-h6 (this is why the last move was
not g6-g5) 3. g4-g5 Rd8-d6 4. f3:Bg4 0-0-0! 5. f2-f3 Bc8-g4 (therefore,
the last move was not f5-f4) 6. Kb5-a5!! d7:c6+ etc. The possibility 6.
g5:Qh5 Q—h5+ changes nothing, as the retromove g3-g4 is unplayable (in view
of illegality of the Knight h1).
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Completing this translation would have been impossible without the help of
the Chess Problem Database,

http://www.softdecc.com/pdb/index.pdb
the Retrograde Analysis Corner
http://www.janko.at/Retros/index.htm
and the Retro Mailing List, the archives of which are available here:
http://www.pairlist.net/pipermail/retros/
For the chess diagrams, I used the same typesetting system as the one em-

ployed by Alain Brobecker in the ”Last Moves Records” booklet series. His LaTex
source code is available for download at

http://abrobecker.free.fr/chess/lengths.zip

Translated by Nikolai Beluhov
Edited by Andrey Frolkin
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